Take heart

Love Never Fails.

I'm sure I'm not the only person who's been cheered by the pink and red shiny hearts
hanging on the trees outside of the Co-op in the village. Such a simple gesture, but one that
brings colour and hope to the day.
With St. Valentine's Day approaching on 14th February, it's a festival I'm sure we will all
approach with a mixture of emotions. At the moment, how super to have any event to break
up the monotony of Lockdown!
This week, I have heard many a person speak of Lockdown as 'Groundhog

Day'. Although I had a of vague idea what they meant from the 1993 Bill Murray film in
which one day is repeated monotonously, I had to look it up its original meaning in good old
Wikipedia:

" Groundhog Day is a popular North American tradition observed in the
United States and Canada on February 2. It derives from the
Pennsylvania Dutch superstition that if a groundhog emerging from its burrow
on this day sees its shadow due to clear weather, it will retreat to its den and
winter will persist for six more weeks; but if it does not see its shadow because
of cloudiness, spring will arrive early."
However bizarre this tradition may sound, I love the idea of this little, sleepy-eyed creature
emerging from the dark...

... into a dull and gloomy day, but this somehow ironically invoking the spring - and with it,
sunshine, new-life, celebration.
Over the past few weeks, a small number of us from The Well have been attending Listening
Training with local life-coach, Nicola Amnett and her colleague, Wayne Fletcher. One of the
metaphors used was of the sunshine being present behind the cloud. Part of the skill of
listening both to ourselves and to another is creating a moment in time where the promise of
the light feels close, even if what is being described or the situation we find ourselves in feels
cloudy.
Our new Dwelling in the Word passage, 1 Corinthians 13, contains some words about love
that very many of us will be familiar with from weddings we've attended (perhaps even our
own!) and, yes, respond to with mixed emotions - just as we do to Valentine's Day: "Love is
patient, love is kind..."
But one part of the passage seems to relate to the line of thought both from Pennsylvania
and from Nicola's message of Life-coaching:

v12:
"We don't yet see things clearly.
We're squinting in a fog, peering through a mist.
But it won't be long before the weather clears and the sun shines bright!
We'll see it all then, see it as clearly as God sees us,
Knowing him directly just as he knows us."
The passage instructs us, until that time to focus on three things: can you remember what
they are from all those weddings??!
Trust
Hope
and Love
And the greatest of these is....
You've got it...

Love.
Not the impossible to live up to, romantic kind that may cause hurt, pain, confusion but the
kind that never gives up, cares more for others than for self, doesn't want what it doesn't
have. The kind of love that puts up with anything, never looks back, but keeps going until the
end. With this kind of love, just as in the Groundhog Day film, we have the chance of getting
it right.

So - this coming Sunday, I would like to wish everyone a very Happy Valentine's Day; free
from the threat of Groundhog Day; filled with the Truth that we are loved, and the Hope that it
will get better.

Headlines:
After an exceptionally busy January, returning from Christmas straight into Lockdown,
February has started at The Well Next Door with several new developments:


Food comes in and food goes out! If any Well member or enquiring member of the
public would like to make a donation, the list above is a helpful start. We are always
grateful for donations - however big or small.



As charity shops (including regrettably our own) are closed and the nearest large
supermarkets require transport to get to, several families are in need of clothing due to
life changes or growing children. Anne Smith has been collecting children's clothing in
good faith for a while and welcomes donations of children (0-16)/maternity clothing
(ideally washed and ironed). Anne has also compiled some beautiful Valentine's



goodie bags for our clients.
We are now working to help some people to progress from receiving regular Food
parcels and are exploring a Well based service offering financial advice, including
eventually running a Life Skills Course in partnership with Christian s Against
Poverty. Having gained to support of local church leaders, the next step will be to
identify a manager for this and two coaches.





The Listening Service continues to grow, with the team meeting to review next Monday
and future training in March booked in with our local Social Prescribing Service. We
are investigating other ways to reach our local community in partnership with them
(see below).
Kay continues to work at The Food Bank, both leading shifts and coordinating a team
of people cooking meals to go in the freezer for the most vulnerable in our community.
Toni is still working with extremely vulnerable residents in a care home in Market
Harborough but is regularly in touch.

Su Coward and her husband Ian, who organises
professional walks have kindly agreed to represent The
Well as potential coordinators for any other volunteers
who may be interested. Apparently, the above link is
ineffective, so please contact me on
manager@thewellkibworth.org if you are interested in
participating and I will forward your details to Su.

